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ABSTRACT
Both theoretical predictions and observations of the very nearby Universe suggest that low-
mass galaxies(log10[M∗/M] < 9.5) are likely to remain star-forming unless they are affected
by their local environment. To test this premise, we compare and contrast the local environment
of both passive and star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass, using the Galaxy and
Mass Assembly survey. We find that passive fractions are higher in both interacting pair and
group galaxies than the field at all stellar masses, and that this effect is most apparent in the
lowest mass galaxies. We also find that essentially all passive log10[M∗/M] < 8.5 galaxies
are found in pair/group environments, suggesting that local interactions with a more massive
neighbour cause them to cease forming new stars. We find that the effects of immediate
environment (local galaxy–galaxy interactions) in forming passive systems increase with
decreasing stellar mass, and highlight that this is potentially due to increasing interaction
time-scales giving sufficient time for the galaxy to become passive via starvation. We then
present a simplistic model to test this premise, and show that given our speculative assumptions,
it is consistent with our observed results.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
A ubiquitous feature of galaxy evolution is the transformation of
galaxies from blue actively star-forming systems into red passive
systems (e.g. Tinsley 1968). There has been significant debate about
the factors affecting such transitions (e.g. Baldry et al. 2006; Kimm
et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2010; Wijesinghe et al. 2012), the likely
time-scales over which the transformation occurs (e.g. Balogh et al.
 E-mail: luke.j.davies@uwa.edu.au
2004; Martin et al. 2007; Wetzel et al. 2013; Wheeler et al. 2014;
Fillingham et al. 2015) and the morphological changes associated
with the quenching of star formation (SF; e.g. Martig et al. 2009;
Phillips et al. 2014).
The general consensus is that both galaxy mass (mass quench-
ing – here we define as quenching processes internal to the
galaxy) and local environmental effects (environmental quenching
– which we define as externally driven quenching processes) are
the two key factors in driving this transition. However, the relative
contributions for both effects as a function of other galaxy proper-
ties, such as stellar mass, are far from clear. Multiple studies have
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suggested that at high stellar masses (log10[M∗/M] > 10) galaxies
are predominately quenched via non-environmental effects, which
are proportional to their stellar mass and largely independent of lo-
cal galaxy–galaxy interactions (passive fractions increase to higher
stellar masses; e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Wetzel et al. 2013). This is
likely due to the increasing central to satellite fraction with increas-
ing stellar mass.
At intermediate stellar masses (8.0 < log10[M∗/M] < 10.0),
passive fractions are lowest (Weisz et al. 2015) and quenching likely
occurs via starvation (quenching time-scales are comparable to gas
depletion time-scales; Fillingham et al. 2015; Peng, Maiolino &
Cochrane 2015), and at the lowest stellar masses (primarily Local
Group galaxies at log10[M∗/M] < 8.0) quenching is likely to
occur on much shorter time-scales which are comparable to the
dynamical time-scale of the host halo, and are likely due to ram
pressure stripping (Fillingham et al. 2015; Weisz et al. 2015).
These studies suggest that different quenching processes domi-
nate the transition from star-forming to passive systems at distinct
stellar masses, and that there is a characteristic stellar mass scale be-
tween environmental quenching via ram pressure stripping of cold
gas, environmental quenching via starvation and mass quenching
– with these transitions occurring around log10[M∗/M] ∼ 8 and
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10, respectively. Analysis of these processes is
made more problematic by varying gas-to-stellar mass ratios, which
are found to increase significantly to lower stellar masses (e.g. Kan-
nappan, Guie & Baker 2009) – typically galaxies at these masses
are abundant in star-forming gas, prior to being acted on by external
processes. Note that historically there has been significant debate
regarding the significance of ram pressure stripping in quenching
dwarf galaxies in cluster environments (e.g. Davies & Phillips 1989;
Drinkwater et al. 2001; Grebel, Gallagher & Harbeck 2003) – with
the most recent predictions suggesting that it is a necessary process
to produce the observed distribution of dwarf-spheroidal/elliptical
galaxies.
However, to date the majority of studies into the environmental
effects of SF are at the higher mass end of these characteristic masses
(log10[M∗/M] > 9.5). The bulk of this analysis comes from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; e.g. Ahn et al. 2014) and Galaxy
And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey (see the following section). In
the former, the work of Peng et al. (2010) and others has highlighted
the large-scale environmental effects on SF in galaxies, while the
extensive work of the Galaxy Pairs in SDSS group (Ellison et al.
2008, 2010; Patton et al. 2011; Scudder et al. 2012) has probed deep
into the effects of local galaxy–galaxy interactions on SF processes.
In the latter, the GAMA survey has been used in numerous studies
to investigate the local and large-scale environmental effects on SF
(e.g. Wijesinghe et al. 2012; Alpaslan et al. 2015; Taylor et al. 2015).
More recently, Davies et al. (2015) have shown that the effects of
galaxy–galaxy interactions in modifying SF in GAMA galaxies are a
complex process, where both pair mass ratio and primary/secondary
status within the pair (central/satellite) determine whether a galaxy
has its SF enhanced or suppressed in the interaction. The Davies
et al. work only covers the 9.5 <log10[M∗/M] < 11.0 range, but
directly shows that secondary galaxies in minor mergers (the satel-
lite systems identified in the work discussed above) are the most
likely to have their SF suppressed by an interaction, and that this
suppression is occurring on relatively short time-scales (<100 Myr).
As such, we may be directly witnessing starvation occurring in these
galaxies as they transition from star-forming to quiescent systems.
In contrast, Davies et al. also find that enhancements to SF are
strongest in major mergers at around log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.5, which
is close to the lowest passive fraction of satellites (see summary in
fig. 6 of Weisz et al. 2015). Hence, it is likely that galaxy interactions
at these masses are enhancing SF in satellite galaxies and reduc-
ing satellite passive fractions. These variations in SF processes are
closely linked to interaction time-scale, which is shortest around
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.5 and increases to lower stellar masses (e.g.
Kitzbichler & White 2008). If interacting galaxies take significant
time to become passive (e.g. via starvation; Fillingham et al. 2015),
then we may only witness the passive phase in low-mass systems
(galaxies around log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.5 will merge too quickly to
reach their passive phase). We explore this premise further in this
paper.
In the lower stellar mass regime (log10[M∗/M] < 9.5), sample
sizes are small and/or low-mass pairs are not split from the global
population (e.g. the Galaxy Pairs in SDSS work). The Peng et al.
(2010) work does extend to log10[M∗/M] > 9.0 and they find that
galaxies at the low-mass end of their sample predominately reside in
passive overdense environments, and such galaxies are largely non-
existent in the field. They go on to argue that the mass-quenching
efficiency for such low-mass galaxies is extremely low, and envi-
ronmental quenching must be the dominant factor in producing red
low-mass systems (Peng et al. 2012).
Some recent work has specifically targeted low-mass galaxy–
galaxy interactions – at around the transition mass between the
proposed starvation quenching and ram pressure stripping quench-
ing scenarios. These studies are also largely based on small nearby
galaxy samples from SDSS (e.g. Geha et al. 2012; Wheeler et al.
2014) or Local Group galaxies (e.g. Weisz et al. 2015) – which may
be atypical of the general galaxy population. However, the results
agree that galaxy–galaxy interactions are significant in forming pas-
sive low-mass galaxies, and a combination of these results suggests
(see fig. 6 of Weisz et al. 2015) that we are beginning to probe
the characteristic mass scales between starvation and ram pressure
stripping scenarios.
In a converse, but complementary approach, Geha et al. (2012)
find that essentially all local log10[M∗/M] < 9.0 field galaxies are
star-forming, and that the passive fraction at these stellar masses
drops rapidly as a function of distance from massive host galax-
ies. This also suggests that local environment plays a significant
role in producing passive, low-mass systems (also see earlier work
of Baldry et al. 2006; Haines et al. 2007, etc.), and that isolated
evolution alone fails to produce passive low-mass galaxies.
However, the environmental quenching of low-mass satellites
is far from ubiquitous. Multiple recent studies (e.g. Phillips et al.
2014, 2015; Wheeler et al. 2014) have shown that relatively mod-
est fractions of 8.5 < log10[M∗/M] < 9.5 satellites are quenched
(20–30 per cent) and that the efficiency of satellite quenching is
decreasing with time (Tinker et al. 2013). As such, quenching
via starvation is likely to be driven by factors other than satel-
lite stellar mass, potentially both host halo mass and interaction
time-scale.
Theoretical modelling can offer some insights into this process,
with contemporary semi-analytic simulations accurately reproduc-
ing the observed galaxy merger rates at low redshift (Kitzbichler
& White 2008). These simulations also predict that secular transi-
tions from active to passive galaxies are extremely problematic at
the lowest stellar masses (log10(M∗/M) < 9.0, they predict ex-
tremely low passive fractions in field environments; e.g. Wheeler
et al. 2014), and constrain the likely quenching time-scale of in-
teractions – highlighting that these time-scales must be compa-
rable to gas depletion time-scales for intermediate-mass satellites
(e.g. Fillingham et al. 2015). Moreover, the relatively simple model
predictions of Wheeler et al. (2014) find that in order to produce
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the observed passive satellite population requires either very long
quenching time-scales or environmental quenching triggers which
are not well matched to satellite accretion.
Previously, the GAMA sample has not been used to specifically
target quenching in low-mass galaxies. However, its extension to
∼1 dex lower in stellar mass than SDSS at distances ∼10–100 Mpc –
closer to representing a cosmic average, high completeness to close
pairs (Robotham et al. 2014), extensive group catalogue (Robotham
et al. 2013) and multiple star formation rate (SFR) diagnostics (see
Davies et al. 2015) – allows us to investigate the passive fraction in
both pair and group environment and evaluate the relative contri-
bution of environmental effect in producing quiescent galaxies. In
the following paper, we identify passive and star-forming galaxies
in the GAMA sample and investigate the environmental distribu-
tion of passive galaxies as a function of stellar masses, specifically
focusing on the mass range close to the proposed starvation/ram
pressure stripping transition. While this work displays the distribu-
tion of passive/star-forming galaxies over a broad range of stellar
masses, we specifically focus on passive galaxies at the low-mass
end (log10[M∗/M]<9.5) and the effect of galaxy–galaxy interac-
tions. For a complementary analysis of the larger scale environmen-
tal effects on SF in spiral galaxies at log10[M∗/M] >9.5, we refer
the reader to Grootes et al. (in preparation).
In this work, we take a slightly different approach to previous
studies and do not initially define sources as either a central or
satellite galaxy, but consider all pair systems. Phillips et al. (2014)
find that satellite galaxies are much more likely to be quenched if
their host galaxy is also passive. As such, the same environmental ef-
fects may drive passive evolution in both centrals and satellites (i.e.
is it purely the interaction that drives the quenching in both galax-
ies or the large-scale environment?). In addition, we also consider
major mergers, where the definition of central/satellite is somewhat
ambiguous. We do split our sample into the primary/secondary pair
galaxy class defined in Davies et al. (2015), which can be considered
a central/satellite separation for minor mergers. We also investigate
a number of different environments (group, pair, group and not pair,
isolated – see Section 2 for details) to evaluate the relative effect of
each on forming passive galaxies.
However, care must be taken. In this work, we assume that if
quenched fractions correlate with specific environmental metrics,
there is a causal relationship between quenching processes and in-
teractions with the local environment. Recent studies have shown
that using age distribution matching between numerical simulations
and SDSS galaxies, the colour distribution in overdense environ-
ments can be reproduced via halo assembly bias (Gao & White
2007) alone (e.g. Hearin & Watson 2013). Moreover, further work
has used the ‘galactic conformity’ results of Kauffmann et al. (2013)
to show that assembly bias will naturally produce increased passive
fractions in overdense environments in the complete absence of
any post infall processes, such as the environmental quenching pro-
cesses discussed above (Hearin, Watson & van den Bosch 2015).
However, these works focus on higher mass galaxies than those
discussed here log10[M∗/M] >9.8. In addition, the Kauffmann
et al. (2013) work only finds conformity in gas-rich, star-forming
galaxies at log10[M∗/M] >9.8 – not quenched gas-poor systems.
We also note that the Kauffmann et al. (2013) ‘galactic conformity’
is consistent with our previous results in Davies et al. (2015), where
when considering the full pair galaxy population, both primary and
secondary galaxies (i.e. central and satellites) have their SF boosted
to a similar degree.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we outline the
GAMA data set and potential sample biases in our analysis, in
Section 3 we discuss how we define passive and star-forming sys-
tems in our sample, in Section 4 we investigate the passive and
star-forming fraction as a function of stellar mass in various envi-
ronments, in Section 5 we discuss the satellite passive fraction and
suggest that the observed distribution is likely due to increasing
interaction time-scales at lower stellar masses, and in Section 5.3
we outline a simplistic model which can reproduce the observed
trends in our data.
Throughout this paper, we use a standard  cold dark matter
cosmology with H0 = 70 kms−1 Mpc−1,  = 0.7 and M = 0.3.
2 DATA
The data used in this work are derived and selected in a similar
manner to that described in Davies et al. (2015). Here we briefly
discuss the data sets used and refer the reader to previous work for
further details.
The GAMA survey is a highly complete multiwavelength data
base (Driver et al. 2011) and galaxy redshift (z) survey (Baldry
et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2013) covering 280 deg2 to a main
survey limit of rAB < 19.8 mag in three equatorial (G09, G12 and
G15) and two southern (G02 and G23) regions. The spectroscopic
survey was undertaken using the AAOmega fibre-fed spectrograph
(Saunders et al. 2004; Sharp et al. 2006) in conjunction with the
Two-degree Field (Lewis et al. 2002) positioner on the Anglo-
Australian Telescope (AAT) and obtained redshifts for ∼250 000
targets covering 0 < z  0.5 with a median redshift of z ∼ 0.2 and
highly uniform spatial completeness (Robotham et al. 2010; Driver
et al. 2011). Full details of the GAMA survey can be found in Driver
et al. (2011) and Liske et al. (2015). In this work, we utilize the first
5 years of data obtained and frozen for internal team use, referred
to as GAMA II. The GAMA II is not currently publicly available,
but is due to be fully released in the near future.
In this work, we shall use galaxy group and pair membership to
delineate its local environment. We use the GAMA G3C catalogue
which includes the identification of all galaxy groups and pairs
(Robotham et al. 2011, also see Robotham et al. 2012, 2013, 2014;
Davies et al. 2015). Briefly, the GAMA group catalogue is produced
using a bespoke friends-of-friends based grouping algorithm which
was tested extensively on mock GAMA galaxy light cones and as-
signs ∼40 per cent of GAMA galaxies to multiplicity >1 pairs and
groups (Robotham et al. 2011). In this work, we define a group as a
system with multiplicity N > 2. The GAMA pair catalogue is further
detailed in Robotham et al. (2014) and Davies et al. (2015), where
pair galaxies are selected on both radial velocity and physical posi-
tional offset using SDSS imaging and GAMA AAT spectra. In this
work, we use the full pair sample, defined as galaxies with physical
separation <100 h−1 kpc and velocity separation <1000 km s−1 –
over which pair galaxies have been found to affect each other’s SF
(e.g. Scudder et al. 2012; Davies et al. 2015). While we cannot rule
out that pair galaxies are not truly interacting systems, but simply
chance position and line-of-sight velocity correlated sources, care is
taken in Robotham et al. (2014) to determine the likelihood of pair
systems being physically interacting. In this work, all pair systems
are visually classified for observed disturbance using SDSS optical
imaging. Fig. 6 of Robotham et al. (2014) displays the fraction of
morphologically disturbed sources as a function of tangential and
radial separation, and highlights that the pair selection method in
GAMA is robust at identifying visually disturbed (definitively inter-
acting) sources, specifically as small separations. Using the group
and pair classifications, we also define samples of systems in pairs
and/or groups, isolated galaxies which are not identified as being in
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a group or pair and ‘locally isolated group galaxies’ – which are in
a group but not in a pair.
Stellar masses for all galaxies are derived from the ugri ZJH
photometry for all GAMA II galaxies (Taylor et al. 2011). These
stellar masses are calculated using a Chabrier (2003)-like initial
mass function (IMF). As in Davies et al (2015), we further split pair
galaxies into the primary or secondary systems (by stellar mass) and
by pair mass ratio to identify pair galaxies as being either part of
a potential major merger (mass ratio <3:1) or minor merger (mass
ratio >3:1) – assuming that the pair galaxies will eventually merge,
which will clearly not be the case for all systems. However, in this
work, we use the well-known terms of ‘major’ and ‘minor’ merger
to denote pairs of different mass ratios. We restrict our sample to
galaxies at 0.01 < z < 0.1 and with GAMA redshift quality flag
>2, for which all galaxies have pair/group assignments – the extent
of the G3C catalogue is 0.01 < z < 0.5. We also minimize active
galactic nucleus (AGN) contamination in our sample, which may
potentially bias SFR estimates, by excluding both optically bright
AGN and composite sources using the BPT diagnostic diagram
(Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981) in an identical manner as in
fig. 1 of Davies et al. (2015).
2.1 Potential selection biases
Using the full GAMA data set directly is likely to induce significant
biases in our results due to sample selection. Any spectroscopic
sample will preferentially identify actively star-forming galaxies
over passive galaxies, and this effect will be more apparent with
increasing redshift. In order to minimize this, we define a volume-
limited sample based on the stellar mass detection limits of passive
galaxies. First, we apply a maximum upper redshift limit of z < 0.1
to minimize redshift evolution over our sample biasing it towards
high-mass systems. Below z∼ 0.1, we use a rolling sample selection
at each stellar mass, defined by the lowest detection limit of the
passive systems in GAMA (see the following section for SF/passive
selections). To define this limit, we split the passive population in
z= 0.01 bins from 0.01 <z< 0.2 and determined the lower stellar
mass limit which encompasses the mean minus 2.25 × the standard
deviation in each bin (found to accurately constrain the distribution
of passive sources). We then fit a second-order polynomial to the
lower limits with the form
log10[M∗/M] > −65.2z2 + 24.13z + 7.71. (1)
Fig. 1 shows the volume-limited sample used in this work. In
this manner, we exclude star-forming systems which would not be
detected in our sample if they were in fact passive and at the same
stellar mass, and do not bias our selection based on our ability to
identify lower mass star-forming systems.
Potential biases in our analysis arise through group/pair assign-
ments discussed above. There is a complex function which defines
if systems are assigned to groups and pairs based on redshift, stel-
lar mass, group mass, group occupation, pair mass ratio, etc. For
example, we cannot rule out that non-pair galaxies in GAMA have
a faint companion which sits below the GAMA detection limits, or
in fact that non-group galaxies do not have a significant number of
sources below this limit (which if detected would cause the system
to be identified as a group galaxy).
However, for the former case, this scenario would place the galaxy
in question as the central system in a low-mass major merger –
where the bulk of this work will focus on satellite galaxies. In the
latter, this scenario would place the system as the central galaxy in a
low-mass group (MDM  few× 1012 M; Robotham et al. 2011) –
potentially where group environmental effects are less significant.
At some point, we must define a group/non-group selection at a
specific group mass limit, as ultimately if selections were indefi-
nitely extended to lower and lower stellar mass, almost all systems
would reside in a group structure. As such, our group classification
is defined as the systems falling within a group of MDM  few×
1012 M – and any results derived in this paper are conditional on
this caveat.
Another potential bias arises from the dependence of the identi-
fication of pair systems based on the star-forming characteristics of
each pair galaxy. Given the differing selection limits for passive and
star-forming galaxies, pair systems are more likely to be identified
if both systems are star-forming, and additionally, passive + star-
forming pair systems are more likely to be identified if the larger
mass galaxy is passive, than if the lower mass galaxy is passive.
In order to minimize this bias, we have only included pair galaxies
where both systems meet our selection limits (as shown in Fig. 1).
This essentially removes pair systems where one of the galaxies is
star-forming, but lies below the selection boundary for passive sys-
tem. We note that the galaxies in these pairs are completely removed
from our analysis – i.e. not included in our non-pair samples.
3 D EFI NI NG STAR-FORMI NG/ PA SSI VE
SYSTEMS
To determine the effect of local environment on turning galaxies
passive, we must first identify passive/star-forming systems in the
GAMA data set. We do this for two separate SFR indicators and both
indicators in combination. First, we derive H α SFRs as in Davies
et al. (2015) using the most recent GAMA emission line mea-
surements and the SFR calibration of Gunawardhana et al. (2011),
based on the Kennicutt relation (Kennicutt 1998) – with improved
stellar absorption correction from Hopkins et al. (2013). The Gu-
nawardhana et al. (2011) calibration uses the Balmer decrement and
GAMA aperture correction to convert observed H α fluxes to SFRs
– for further details, see Davies et al (2015). The GAMA emission
line analysis assigns an H α measurement to all sources (irrespec-
tive of the presence of a detectable H α line) and as such, systems
with no detectable H α will have low (but non-zero) SFRs.
Secondly, we use the full Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fits
to the 21-band photometric data available to all GAMA II sources
(GALEX-UV to Herschel-500µm; Driver et al. 2015b) using the
energy balance code – MAGPHYS (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008).
Full details of the GAMA MAGPHYS analysis will be presented in
Wright et al. (in preparation).
Note that the H α SFRs described above use Salpeter-like IMFs,
while our stellar masses and SED-based SFRs use Chabrier-like
IMFs. As such, we scale the H α SFRs by a factor of 1.5 to account
for this discrepancy (Dave´ 2008; Driver et al. 2013). However, our
SF/passive selections used in this paper are based solely on the
specific SFR (sSFR) in our sample, and therefore are not sensitive
to choice of IMF (i.e. given a different IMF, we would simply find
a different SF/passive selection).
In Davies et al. (2015), we use multiple SFR indicators to probe
SF in pair systems [including mid-infrared (MIR) and far-infrared
(FIR)]. However, in our current analysis, we only use the H α and
MAGPHYS SFRs. The MIR and FIR data used in GAMA have a signif-
icantly large point spread function which may cause contamination
between closely separated pair galaxies (see discussion in Davies
et al. 2015). While care is taken in the GAMA to deblend flux to
the relevant galaxies, this problem becomes increasingly difficult at
low stellar mass, high mass ratio pairs (those primarily of interest
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Figure 1. The redshift–mass distribution of star-forming and passive galaxies (defined by H α), split by those identified as being in pairs, and those not in
pairs. The top panel shows the stellar masses of star-forming and passive pair galaxies as a function of redshift, highlighting the different selection limits for
each class of galaxy – which potentially leads to biased pair classifications (see the text in Section 2.1 for details). The middle panel shows the comparison
between star-forming galaxies in pairs and not in pairs, and the bottom panel passive galaxies in pairs and not in pairs. The middle and bottom panels highlight
that there is no significant difference in selecting star-forming or passive galaxies in pairs and non-pair environments. Our volume-limited sample is displayed
by the shaded polygon, which covers the 0.01 < z < 0.1 and has a stellar mass limit as a function redshift given by equation (1). We exclude all sources outside
this region and only include pair systems for which both galaxies lie within our volume limits – to exclude pairs which would not be identified as such if they
had different passive/SF classifications (once again see the text in Section 2.1 for details).
in this work). As such, errors in deriving SFR in the MIR/FIR for
low-mass pair galaxies may be significant. While this error may also
cause erroneous MAGPHYS fitting results, the energy balance fitting
method and application of realistic galaxy templates go some way
to reduce this issue. In addition, we will only use the MAGPHYS SFRs
to remove sources from our passive and star-forming H α selection
to produce a more robust sample (see below), and do not use the
SFRs directly in the rest of the work. The H α SFR measurements
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Figure 2. sSFR distribution of galaxies in different local environments. Left: for H α derived SFRs. Right: for MAGPHYS derived SFRs. Colours show the
different environmental classifications defined in Section 2. Orange line displays the double Gaussian least-squares fit to the distribution of all galaxies (black
line). Dashed vertical lines show the lower peak + 1σ and the upper peak − 1σ of the orange line. We define galaxies as either passive (lower than leftmost
dashed vertical line), star-forming (higher than rightmost dashed vertical line) or intermediate (between the two dashed vertical lines). We deem the bulk of
galaxies in our passive/star-forming selection to be truly passive/star-forming, and ignore all intermediate sources in our subsequent analysis. Considering the
different environments, passive galaxies are more likely to be in pair and/or group environments, whereas star-forming galaxies are more likely to be isolated
(i.e. the blue and red passive peak is larger than the full, black, distribution, while the green SF peak is larger than the full, black, distribution).
are based on 3 arcsec aperture fibre measurements and as such are
not significantly affected by close source confusion. In this manner,
we minimize any issues with deblending flux in closely separated
sources.
We note that the SFR time-scales probed by the H α and MAGPHYS
SFRs are different but comparable. H α probes SF on time-scales
of 10 Myr, while the full SED SFRs typically probe 100 Myr
(see Davies et al. 2015, for a more comprehensive description of
SFR indicator time-scales). H α is therefore likely to be sensitive
to short-duration changes in SF – which may be induced by galaxy
interactions, but is also sensitive to aperture corrections which may
bias derived SFRs. Here we use H α both independently and in
combination with the more robust, but less sensitive to short time-
scale variation, full SED SFR.
We derive sSFRs using each indicator and the stellar masses
of Taylor et al. (2011), and plot the distribution of all GAMA II
sources for both H α and MAGPHYS SED sSFRs (black line, Fig. 2).
In Fig. 2, we see a clear distinction between star-forming and passive
galaxies forming two largely distinct Gaussian-like distributions in
log[sSFR] space. This separation is more clearly defined for H α
than the SED SFRs as there is a clear binary split between passive
and star-forming systems (the presence or lack of the H α emis-
sion line). We fit the full distribution of sources (black line) with
a double-peaked normal distribution (orange line), using a least-
squares fit, and define sources as passive if they lie below the lower
peak plus 1σ , star-forming if they lie above the upper peak minus
1σ and ‘intermediate’ if they fall between these two cuts – we then
exclude the ‘intermediate’ sources (see Fig. 2 for separation lines).
This selection primarily identifies sources which are either defini-
tively passive or star-forming and removes any ambiguous sources.
While the sample will be incomplete to all passive/star-forming
galaxies, it applies strict constraints on identifying truly passive
and star-forming systems and is likely to have little contamination
from the ambiguous ‘intermediate’ sources.
As noted above, initially we perform this selection independently;
however, some sources are better defined using H α and some better
defined using a full SED fit. In addition, measurement error may
cause SFR indicator to be spuriously high/low in SF (see Fig. 3). As
such, we also define samples of star-forming and passive galaxies
which are selected as such using both methods – these sources are
likely to have a low contamination from incorrectly assigned sources
as their SFRs are defined in two completely distinct and separate
manners. We have visually inspected all sources in our passive
selection at log10M∗ < 9.0 and find that none show evidence of
H α emission, and hence are likely to be truly passive galaxies. We
also visually inspected a subsample of sources in our star-forming
selection at the same mass range and find all show evidence of H α
emission.
In Figs 2 and 3, we also split our sample into those galaxies de-
fined as being in a pair, either pair or group and all other sources
(not in a pair or group – which we define as isolated in this work). A
higher fraction of passive sources are found in group and pair envi-
ronments than are isolated – the passive peak is significantly larger
for group and pair galaxies than for the isolated galaxies. This high-
lights the well-known trend of galaxy SF in group environments;
for example, see Haines et al. (2007), Haines, Gargiulo & Mer-
luzzi (2008), Peng et al. (2010), Mahajan, Haines & Raychaudhury
(2010) and Mahajan et al. (2015).
4 PA S S I V E F R AC T I O N S O F G A L A X I E S A S A
F U N C T I O N O F ST E L L A R MA S S A N D L O C A L
E N V I RO N M E N T
In this work, we wish to investigate how local environment affects
galaxies as a function of stellar mass, specifically at low stellar
masses. In Fig. 4, we split our sample into M = 0.5log10(M)
bins and show the fraction of galaxies defined as passive (top)
and star-forming (bottom), in the previous section, as a function of
stellar mass and split by our environmental metrics – in a pair and
or group, just in a pair, in pair and the secondary (satellite) galaxy
and not in a pair or group. The translucent polygons in these and
other plots display the 1σ error range derived assuming a binomial
distribution (Cameron 2011).
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Figure 3. The distribution of MAGPHYS sSFRs, split by sources selected as either passive (left) or star-forming (right) by their H α derived SFRs (left-hand
panel of Fig. 2). Vertical lines show the passive/intermediate/star-forming split of the right-hand panel of Fig. 2. Clearly, some sources defined as passive in H α
are not when using MAGPHYS and vice versa. As such, we define an additional sample which are selected as star-forming or passive using both classifications
(i.e. they are selected star-forming/passive in both H α and MAGPHYS).
The passive fraction decreases and star-forming fraction in-
creases with decreasing stellar mass in all environments, as globally
low-mass galaxies are more actively star-forming (the well-known
downsizing paradigm – that low-mass galaxies are more actively
star-forming in the local Universe; e.g. Cowie et al. 1996). How-
ever, it is interesting to note the differences between each environ-
mental metric. Pair and group galaxies have a higher fraction of
passive galaxies than the global distribution at all stellar masses
(consistent with results seen in Fig. 2). We also isolate secondary
galaxies in minor mergers (orange line) – these are essentially the
satellite systems identified in previous work. While they have the
highest low-mass passive fraction of all of our environmental met-
rics, this fraction is still lower than previous SDSS-based work. At
8.0<log10[M∗/M] < 9.0, Phillips et al. (2014), Geha et al. (2012)
and Wheeler et al. (2014) find a passive fraction of ∼20–30 per cent
(albeit from the same sample), while we find ∼10–20 per cent. This
difference could either be due to sample selection (our passive se-
lection based on H α sSFR may be more stringent than their H α EW
selection) or a difference in stellar mass estimations. For example,
if we were to include all ‘intermediate’ defined sources as passive
in our H α selection, we would obtain a low-mass massive fraction
of ∼20–25 per cent (comparable to the previous results). We also
note that our passive fractions at 10.0 < log10[M∗/M] < 11.0 are
consistent with Phillips et al. (2014), Geha et al. (2012), Wheeler
et al. (2014) and Wetzel et al. (2013) at around 30–50 per cent (see
figs 5 and 6 of Weisz et al. 2015, for a summary of passive fractions
as a function of stellar mass). Following this, we attribute the dif-
ferences in normalization of passive fractions between our current
analysis and the previous SDSS-based work to be our sample selec-
tion methods, and our more stringent passive classification. From
here on, we will continue to compare the overall trends in our results
to the previous work, with the caveat that the overall normalization
in passive fractions differs.
At the lowest stellar masses (log10[M∗/M]<9.0), we find a very
low passive fraction in non-group/pair environments for both of H α
selection and H α+SED SFR indicators combined (<0.5 per cent).
This is consistent with Geha et al. (2012) who find exceptionally
low passive fractions for low-mass galaxies in isolated environments
(<0.1 per cent).
We also see an upturn in the passive fractions for pair/group
galaxies in our lowest stellar mass bin. This is interesting consider-
ing the work on passive fractions of Local Group galaxies in Weisz
et al. (2015) in combination with passive galaxies at higher masses.
As discussed previously, they find that passive fractions decrease
with decreasing stellar mass to log10[M∗/M] ∼ 9.0 M and then
rise again at log10[M∗/M] <8.0 M for Local Group galaxies,
suggesting that these transitions represent changes between starva-
tion quenching at intermediate masses and ram pressure quenching
at low masses. This is consistent with the trends in our results and
we may be witnessing the start of the low-mass upturn in passive
fractions, potentially driven by the ram pressure stripping scenario.
However, we find that this upturn occurs at slightly higher masses
than in Weisz et al. (2015) – log10[M∗/M] <8.5 M. This is not
surprising given that the transition point at these masses has not
previously been well probed by either the Local Group or nearby
galaxy studies, and is consistent with the shape of the satellite pas-
sive fraction at these masses seen by Wheeler et al. (2014).
Considering the star-forming fractions, we see the well-studied
and general trend of increasing star-forming fractions at low stellar
masses, and that non-pair/group environments have a higher star-
forming fraction than group/pair galaxies (specifically at the highest
stellar masses), once again completely consistent with many previ-
ous studies (e.g. Peng et al. 2010).
4.1 Environmental passive fraction
Taking this analysis further, it is interesting to consider the relative
fraction of passive galaxies in different environments as a function
of stellar mass (i.e. of all passive galaxies, what fraction live in
a pair, in a group, in a group and/or pair, in a group but not in a
pair or is isolated). We define this as the ‘environmental passive
fraction’. In this manner, we can compare and contrast the rela-
tive contributions of different environments in producing passive
galaxies. For example, are there particular stellar masses where pair
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Figure 4. Fraction of passive (top) and star-forming (bottom) galaxies (given the classifications in Fig. 2) as a function of stellar mass for H α and H α+SED
(MAGPHYS) derived SFRs. Translucent polygons display the 1σ error range derived assuming a binomial distribution and colours represent different environmental
metrics. The dashed vertical line displays the separation between high- and low-mass galaxies. To the left of this line are the stellar masses primarily discussed
in the work. Groups (blue) and pairs (red) have higher passive fractions than the general galaxy population (black) at all stellar masses, echoing the results seen
in Fig. 2. For H α and the joint classification, there are essentially zero passive galaxies in non-pair/group environments at log10M∗ < 9.5 – consistent with
theoretical predictions. The orange line displays only the secondary galaxies in pairs (essentially satellites). The upturn at the lowest stellar masses in overdense
environments potentially displays the increase in passive fractions from ram pressure stripping (see Section 4 for further details). Differences between the
normalization in SF fractions between H α and H α+SED are due to the more stringent star-forming selection using both indicators.
classification appears more dominant than group classification in
producing passive galaxies? And/or are there stellar masses where
local environment appears to have little effect on forming passive
galaxies?
Fig. 5 displays the fraction of all passive (top) and star-forming
(bottom) galaxies as a function of environment and stellar mass.
Note that the bottom panel is not the converse of the upper panel,
as in our selections not all galaxies are defined as either passive or
star-forming. As such, comparing the top and bottom panels directly
is problematic. In essence, one should consider the top panel as a
measure of how environment turns galaxies passive and the bottom
panel how environment boosts SF. These two scenarios are subtly,
but importantly distinct.
Considering the passive fraction, at low stellar masses pair/group
galaxies dominate the distribution. At log10[M∗/M]<9.5,
>60 per cent of all passive galaxies are in a pair or group (blue), with
pair classification being the dominant factor at log10[M∗/M]<9.0.
The fraction of passive galaxies in pairs drops with increasing stellar
mass until it reaches a minimum at log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 and then
rises (red). This is mirrored in the isolated passive galaxy fraction,
which is small at low stellar masses, rises to log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25
and then drops at higher stellar masses (green). Non-pair group
galaxies (purple) also have a low passive fraction at low stellar
masses and it rises progressively to higher stellar masses. The
full group distribution (which we remind the reader also con-
tains pairs which are in groups) is relatively flat at ∼0.5 until
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Figure 5. The passive (top) and star-forming (bottom) fractions of galaxies in different local environments (i.e. of all passive/star-forming galaxies with
environmental metrics, which fraction fall into groups, pairs, or are isolated). Once again, the translucent polygons display the 1σ error range derived assuming
a binomial distribution. In this figure, we also show galaxies which are classified as being in a group, but not in a pair (purple line). For H α SFRs, >60 per cent
of all log10M∗ ∼ 9.5 passive galaxies live in pairs and/or groups – with pair classification being the most significant factor at the lowest stellar masses.
Conversely, a very small fraction of passive galaxies at these stellar masses are isolated. The passive fraction of isolated galaxies increases with stellar mass
until log10M∗ ∼ 10.5 (the point where the number of passive galaxies is equal in isolated and group environments) and then drops. The dashed vertical line
once again displays the stellar mass at which we define ‘low-mass’ systems (log10[M∗/M]<9.5).
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 and then progressively rises to higher
stellar masses. From this figure, we identify four key observables,
and inferences from them.
(i) Pair galaxies dominate the environmental passive fraction at
the lowest stellar masses, and the passive fraction increases with
decreasing stellar mass. As such, local galaxy–galaxy interactions
are likely to play a significant role in turning low-mass galaxies
passive. There are very few passive non-pair galaxies at low masses
(either in the field or non-pair group galaxies), which is in agreement
with predictions that low-mass galaxies do not become passive via
isolated evolution alone, and is consistent with previous results.
(ii) At log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25, the environmental passive frac-
tion in pairs is lowest. This point is close to the peak in the major
merger rate from Robotham et al. (2014). As shown in Davies et
al (2015), in major mergers at this mass range both galaxies have
their SF strongly enhanced by the interaction. As such, the passive
fraction in pairs drops significantly, which is echoed in an increase
in the passive fraction in isolated galaxies (it is likely that this peak
is not driven by an increase in passive galaxies in the field, but a
decrease in passive galaxies in pairs). In fact, at these masses pas-
sive galaxies are more likely to be found in the field rather than in
a pair and are almost equally likely to be in a group as the field. It
appears that log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 is an important transition point
where the dominant factor in producing passive galaxies changes
from environmental to mass quenching (see discussion), and where
we see the strongest enhancement of SF in interactions (close to the
peak in the major merger rate, where SF is most strongly enhanced;
see Davies et al. 2015).
(iii) At higher stellar masses, passive galaxies are increasingly
found in group environments. This is displayed by the rise of en-
vironmental passive fractions in non-pair group galaxies (purple).
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Figure 6. The fraction of all pair galaxies as a function of stellar mass, split into pair classifications of primary/secondary pair status (central/satellite) and
major and minor mergers (1:3 mass ratio). It is interesting to note that low-mass galaxies in pairs (log10[M∗/M]<9.5 M) are highly likely to be the
secondary galaxy in a minor merger – this is exactly the regime where SF is found to be suppressed in Davies et al. (2015). Hence, we see the highest passive
fractions in low-mass pairs, and this is driven by the fact that a higher fraction of these systems are the secondary galaxies in a minor merger. As such, the
galaxy–galaxy interaction is likely to be the driving force in turning these galaxies passive. Once again, the translucent polygons display the 1σ error range
derived assuming a binomial distribution and the dashed vertical line displays the stellar mass at which we define ‘low-mass’ systems.
Such systems are in a group environment but are not currently
undergoing a local galaxy–galaxy interaction. This rise highlights
that high-mass passive galaxies are more likely to be in groups, but
not necessarily in pairs (i.e. it is the group environment/assignment
that drives the passive classification, not the local galaxy interac-
tions). This suggests that as we move to higher stellar masses, mass
quenching becomes more important at making galaxies passive. A
high fraction of passive galaxies are still found in pairs, but there
is also a high fraction in isolated galaxies. As such, the interaction
is not likely to be the dominant factor in modifying SF at these
masses.
Looking at this from the other side, the bottom panels of Fig. 5
show the fraction of star-forming galaxies in each environment as
a function of stellar mass. At low stellar masses, we consistently
see that star-forming galaxies are more likely to be found in the
field than in group/pairs. At log10[M∗/M] > 10.25, we see a
large increase in the fraction of star-forming galaxies that reside in
groups and pairs. This suggests that environmental effects do not
have a significant impact on boosting the star-forming fraction in
low-mass galaxies but the effect becomes increasingly important at
higher stellar masses – which is consistent with the top panels. Once
again it is interesting to note that these transitions occur around the
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 point.
4.2 Comparison to pair classifications
As alluded to above and discussed at length in Davies et al (2015),
the galaxy assignment within pairs as either primary or secondary
(central/satellite) and the pair mass ratio (major/minor merger) plays
a significant role in the effects of the interaction on the SF proper-
ties of the galaxies. Note that the Davies et al. work only considers
galaxies in the 9.5 <log10[M∗/M] < 11 range but finds that SF
is enhanced in major mergers and the primary galaxies of minor
mergers, but suppressed in the secondary galaxies in minor mergers
(satellites). As such, can we relate the dominant pair galaxy assign-
ments discussed in Davies et al., as a function of stellar mass, to the
fraction of passive/star-forming galaxies in pairs as a function of
stellar mass, discussed above? For example, if low-mass galaxies
are made passive by an interaction, the bulk of these galaxies should
be secondary galaxies in minor mergers.
Fig. 6 displays the pair class assignments of Davies et al. as a
function of stellar mass. At low stellar masses, galaxies are pre-
dominantly the secondary galaxies in an interaction (lower mass –
left-hand panel) and equally in major/minor mergers (middle panel).
Combining these classifications in the rightmost panel, we find that
at low stellar masses the pair galaxy population is dominated by the
secondary galaxies of minor mergers – those which Davies et al.
find to have their SF suppressed. At around log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10,
the population transitions to being major merger dominated and we
see equal contributions from primary/secondary and major/minor
classes. At log10[M∗/M] > 10, the distribution is strongly dom-
inated by primary galaxies in minor mergers. These sources are
likely to be large central galaxies, undergoing interactions with
small satellites.
There are a number of key observations in these figures that we
can relate to the distributions in Fig. 5.
(i) At the lowest masses, secondary-minor galaxies dominate.
In Davies et al., this is the only class of galaxy where SF is sup-
pressed in the interaction. This is consistent with the high passive
fraction/low star-forming fraction in pairs at these masses.
(ii) The mass at which the majority of galaxies are primaries
of minor mergers (log10[M∗/M] >10.0), and where secondary-
minor galaxies are no longer the dominant class, is similar to the
mass where the pair passive fraction is lowest. We know from Davies
et al. that these pair classes are where SF is primarily enhanced in
galaxy interactions, as such these results are consistent.
(iii) At the highest stellar masses, the primary galaxies in minor
mergers dominate. These are likely to be central galaxies undergo-
ing mergers with smaller satellites. The interaction is unlikely to
strongly modify their SF processes. These systems may have also
already become passive via mass-quenching processes, and as such
cannot be affected by the interaction. This is consistent with the
passive fractions at these masses not being strongly dependent on
local galaxy interactions (as discussed previously).
While the distributions in Fig. 6 are not surprising (essentially
showing that low-mass galaxies are likely to merge with larger
galaxies, and high-mass galaxies are likely to merge with smaller
galaxies – as you would expect simply from number statistics and
hierarchical formation), they do highlight the interesting transition
points in stellar mass where different merger classes dominate. It
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Figure 7. Left: cartoon representation of the top-left panel of Fig. 5 show-
ing the environment in which passive galaxies reside as a function of stellar
mass. Included in this figure are regions where various classes of pair galax-
ies dominate and how mergers/secular evolution drive galaxy evolution as a
function of stellar mass. At low masses, the majority of galaxies are secon-
daries in major mergers. As such, they have their SF suppressed and become
passive. At higher masses, galaxies are a mixture of different merger types
and the fraction of passive galaxies is roughly equal between pairs and
isolated systems. Here galaxies are made both passive and star-forming by
interactions and are either star-forming or passive in the field. At higher
masses still, secular evolution takes over. Locally isolated group galaxies
(in a group but not in a pair), field galaxies and pair galaxies all show
similar passive fractions, suggesting that environment has little effect on
modifying SF in these galaxies. At these masses, pair galaxies are largely
the primary galaxy in a minor merger and are not significantly affected by
the interactions with significantly lower mass galaxies.
is intriguing that the transition point in stellar mass where pri-
mary/secondary galaxies dominate, and where all merger classes
are equally represented, is almost identical to the point where the
passive fraction in pairs/groups and non-pairs/groups is the same,
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 – potentially the transition point where
environmental effects no longer have a strong impact on forming
passive galaxies. This also suggests that the environmental quench-
ing is only significant in secondary (satellite) galaxies and does
not strongly affect primary (central) systems, potentially contra-
dictory to the Phillips et al. (2014) results of satellite/central joint
quiescence.
4.3 Summary of passive galaxies as a function of stellar mass
and environment
Clearly, there is a complex interplay of galaxy interactions of dif-
ferent types and environment affecting the SF evolution of galaxies
– where it is likely that pair status (primary/secondary), pair mass
ratio and absolute stellar mass all govern how an interaction mod-
ifies SF. Here we aim to piece together the observables discussed
above to produce a self-consistent model of how interactions af-
fect SF in galaxies as a function of stellar mass. We use the key
points outlined in the previous section to produce a cartoon repre-
sentation of the local environmental effects on SF as a function of
stellar mass (Fig. 7). In this proposed scenario, low-mass galaxies
(8.0 < log10[M∗/M]<9.5) are strongly affected by an interaction
and are primarily made passive – with this effect increasing with
decreasing stellar mass. In this regime, the pair galaxy population
is dominated by the secondary galaxies in minor mergers, which
is consistent with the Davies et al. (2015) analysis at higher stellar
masses, which finds that this class of galaxies shows the strongest
suppression during an interaction.
At 9.5<log10[M∗/M]<10.5, we see a mix of different interac-
tion processes; pair galaxies are both suppressed and enhanced in
SF depending on their pair mass ratio, as such galaxy interactions
produce a broad range of effects. This range covers the peak major
merger rate, where SF is most enhanced and therefore, pair passive
fractions are lowest. We also note that this mass range is similar
to the characteristic turnover mass in the metallicity–specific SFR
(Z–sSFR) relation for all GAMA galaxies found in Lara-Lo´pez et al.
(2013). In this work, they also find high dispersion in their relation
at this point and propose that varying gas mass and metallicity pro-
duces a mixing of processes. They predict that in high-mass galaxies
sSFR correlates with metallicity and in low-mass galaxies an anti-
correlation is observed. This is being explored further in upcoming
work (Lara-Lo´pez, in preparation).
At log10[M∗/M]>10.5, the passive fraction is increasingly
dominated by non-pair group galaxies. We see roughly equal frac-
tions of passive galaxies in pairs, non-pair group galaxies and non
group/pair galaxies, suggesting that galaxy interactions have little
effect in turning galaxies passive – mass quenching is likely to be
the dominant process driving SF evolution. We do see an increase
in the group passive fraction at these masses (as has been found
for many previous studies). However, the rise of passive fractions in
non-pair group galaxies suggests that this is due to factors other than
local galaxy–galaxy interactions. Potentially group galaxies at these
masses are significantly older than those in the field, and as such
have had sufficient time to consume all of their star-forming gas. We
also reminded the reader that the recent simulations of Hearin et al.
(2015) highlight that passive fractions at log10[M∗/M] >10.0 can
potentially be explained by assembly bias, and as such, may not
need quenching processes to produce the observed passive fraction.
5 D I SCUS SI ON
In the following subsections, we further investigate the effect of
galaxy–galaxy interactions on causing quiescence, focusing just on
the satellite pair systems (which we now define as the lower mass
galaxy in each pair irrespective of pair mass ratio – previously called
‘secondary’). In Section 5.1, we investigate the satellite passive
fraction as a function of stellar mass, to highlight the increasing
effect of interactions at lower stellar masses, in Section 5.2 we relate
these trends in this passive fraction to interaction time-scale and
highlight that our observed distribution can potentially be explained
by varying interaction time-scales as a function of stellar mass, and
in Section 5.3 we produce a simplistic model to test this premise.
5.1 Satellite passive fraction
Fig. 8 shows the satellite passive fraction (as defined by our H α
SFR) of all pair galaxies scaled by the global passive fraction of
all galaxies in our sample (top) and the passive fraction of all non-
pair galaxies (middle). This scaling removes any dependence of
the global galaxy passive fraction as a function of stellar mass
and directly measures the increased chance of being passive while
in a galaxy–galaxy interaction. In Fig. 8, a value of 1 indicates
that the pair passive fraction at a given stellar mass is identical
to the global/non-pair passive fraction, while values >1 highlight
that interactions have some effect in making galaxies passive. At
log10[M∗/M] >10.25 (the transition mass discussed previously),
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Figure 8. Top: the fraction of satellite (secondary) pair galaxies which are identified as being passive as a function of stellar mass, scaled by the global fraction
of all galaxies defined as passive. This gives a measure of how strongly interactions affect the production of passive galaxies at different stellar masses. At
lower stellar masses, we see a strong effect in interactions quenching SF in galaxies. Middle: the same as the top panel, but scaled by the passive fraction
in non-pair galaxies. Bottom: the normalized, median interaction time-scale, τmerge, as a function of stellar mass (see Section 5.2 for details). The coloured
polygon displays the standard error on the median in each bin. We highlight the lower limit to the starvation quenching time-scale as a function of stellar mass
from Fillingham et al. (2015) and the normalization time-scale of ∼2 Gyr at log10[M∗/M]=10.25 from Kitzbichler & White (2008). Interaction times at
log10[M∗/M] 9.75 are sufficient to allow galaxies to become quenched via starvation.
galaxy interactions appear to have little effect on turning galaxies
passive, as the satellite passive fraction is similar to the global/non-
pair value. This is consistent with the recent work of Behroozi et al.
(2015), who find only modest changes to passive fractions due to
major mergers at log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.0–10.5. However, at lower
stellar masses, we see an increasingly strong trend of interacting
systems having a larger passive fraction than the global/non-pair
samples. This suggests that at low stellar masses interactions sig-
nificantly suppress the SF in galaxies.
This is consistent with previous results at this mass regime
(Phillips et al. 2014, 2015; Wheeler et al. 2014; Fillingham et al.
2015), but also shows the direct trend of the increasing effect
of interactions in quenching galaxies as a function of decreasing
stellar mass from log10[M∗/M] = 11 to 8. Clearly, lower mass
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galaxies are more strongly affected by their very local environment
than those at higher masses.
5.2 Interaction time-scales
Previous studies comparing passive galaxies to numerical simula-
tions (e.g. Wheeler et al. 2014; Fillingham et al. 2015) suggest that
at log10[M∗/M]>8 significantly long quenching time-scales are
required to form passive galaxies via starvation. As such, it is in-
teresting to consider whether the correlation between stellar mass
and the effect of quenching in interactions is directly related to the
interaction time-scale. For example, if environment quenching oc-
curs on long time-scales, then galaxies that have been undergoing
an interaction for sufficiently long time should show a high passive
fraction. Conversely, short-duration interactions may not be long
enough for the galaxies to become passive. We remind the reader
that H α SFRs probe time-scales of <0.01 Gyr and therefore are es-
sentially a measure of the instantaneous SFR during the interaction.
From numerous simulations (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin & Ma 2007;
Wetzel, Tollerud & Weisz 2015), we find that galaxy merger time-
scales are dependent on both the pair mass ratio and the host halo
mass, where high pair mass ratio and low halo mass lead to long-
duration mergers (also see Kitzbichler & White 2008, where in-
teraction time-scale goes as M−0.3total for galaxies at log10M >9.5).
To investigate the correlation between interaction time-scale and
the effect on pair passive fractions, we assume the most simplistic
model, where
τmerge ∝ Mp
Ms
× M−1/2p ,
and Mp and Ms are the masses of the primary and secondary galax-
ies, respectively, and take M−1/2p as a proxy for the primary galaxy’s
dynamical time-scale at the viral radius, (r3vir/GMhost)1/2. This cor-
relation essentially assumes fixed orbital energy, angular momen-
tum, host galaxy viral radius (which is potentially appropriate at
low stellar masses, where the size–mass relation flattens; see Lange
et al. 2015) and mass-to-light ratio. We highlight that this analysis
is speculative, but is only intended to show that to first order the dis-
tribution of dynamical time-scales of interactions is similar in shape
to the effect of interactions in turning galaxies passive. Given the
limitation of the data available to us, we believe this approximation
to be adequate.
We calculate τmerge for all satellite pair galaxies in our sample
and take the median τmerge in the same stellar mass bins as all other
figures in this work. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 shows median
τmerge as a function of stellar mass normalized to the Kitzbichler &
White (2008) mean interaction time-scale at log10[M∗/M]=10.25
(2.09 Gyr). The coloured polygon displays the standard error on
the median in each bin. The distribution of dynamical time-scales
and that of passive fraction in pairs are somewhat similar, with
low-mass systems primarily having large merger time-scales, the
shortest time-scales occurring at log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.5 and rising
at higher stellar masses. Once again, this point occurs close to the
transition mass discussed previously. As such, we find that the point
where passive fractions are almost identical between the field and
groups/pairs (Fig. 5), where centrals and satellites in mergers have
equal number density (Fig. 6), where the effect of interactions in
forming quiescent galaxies and the merger time-scale is shortest
(Fig. 8), and where major merger rates are highest (Robotham et al.
2014) all occur at roughly log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.0–10.5. Clearly,
this stellar mass is an important transition point between different
galaxy–galaxy interaction-driven/suppressed SF processes.
Assuming this correlation between merger time-scale and en-
vironmental quenching to be correct, we can begin to speculate
about the processes which are causing these galaxies to become
passive. It appears that interaction time-scale is likely to be a driv-
ing factor in observing passive low-mass satellite galaxies. Poten-
tially galaxies going through interactions fail to replenish their gas
reservoirs in the locally overdense environment. As such, they have
a fixed SF lifetime during the interaction. Interactions at around
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 happen quickly, and therefore the galaxies
merge before we see them in their passive state. At lower stel-
lar masses, interaction time-scales increase; thus, an increasingly
larger fraction of galaxies have interaction time-scales which are
longer than their quenching times scales – and the passive fraction
increases.
Recent work by Peng et al (2015) found that the dominant pro-
cess in turning galaxies passive is strangulation (galaxies can no
longer draw from a reservoir of gas, use up all of their internal gas
and become passive), and that this process occurs on time-scales of
∼4 Gyr, while Wheeler et al. (2014) and Fillingham et al. (2015) find
that quenching time-scales of >8 Gyr are required for intermediate-
mass satellites. Simulations, such as those of Boylan-Kolchin et al.
(2008), find that merger time-scales can be as long as >8 Gyr for
low-mass minor mergers, and as short as <1 Gyr for major mergers
close to log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.5. Therefore, only low-mass satellites
have the necessary interaction time-scales to consume their gas,
starve and reach their passive state. In the bottom panel of Fig. 8,
we also overplot the lower limit of the predicted starvation quench-
ing time-scale as a function of stellar mass, taken from fig. 6 of
Fillingham et al. (2015). Using this simple comparison, we find
that only galaxies at low (log10[M∗/M] < 10) stellar masses have
interaction time-scales sufficient for galaxies to become passive via
starvation. At higher masses, time-scales are short enough for galax-
ies to continue star-forming for the duration of the interaction, and
not run out of star-forming gas. This is consistent with the compar-
ative lack of significant gas consumption in mergers at these masses
found by Ellison et al. (2015) – post-merger products primarily at
10 < log10[M∗/M] < 11 are found to have comparable H I gas
fractions to non-merger control galaxies.
This simplistic picture, where interaction time-scale governs the
formation of passive low-mass galaxies, may be sufficient to ex-
plain the observed trends of passive fractions as a function of stellar
mass in the 8 < log10[M∗/M] < 10 regime. Combining this with
the previous work at both higher and lower stellar masses (e.g. see
figs 5 and 6 of Weisz et al. 2015), we can build a picture of the
relative contributions of different quenching effects as a function of
stellar mass. A representation of this is shown in Fig. 9. In Local
Group satellites at log10[M∗/M] < 8, Weisz et al. (2015) see a
sharp increase in the passive fraction with decreasing stellar mass.
At these masses, both starvation quenching time-scales and interac-
tion time-scales are sufficiently long, that satellite galaxies have not
merged but have also not had time to become passive via starvation.
As such, the high passive fractions are attributed to efficient ram
pressure stripping in low-mass galaxies, with the quenching effi-
ciency increasing with decreasing stellar mass (e.g. Wheeler et al.
2014; Wetzel et al. 2015). At 8 < log10[M∗/M] < 10 (the masses
of interest in this work), we see a low passive fraction, but a steadily
increasing trend of the effect of interactions in turning galaxies
passive with decreasing stellar mass. At these masses, starvation
quenching time-scales are shorter than interaction time-scales and
satellites stay within an interaction long enough to become passive.
At log10[M∗/M] > 10, interactions are too short for galaxies to be-
come passive via starvation quenching; however, passive fractions
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Figure 9. Cartoon representation of the quenching processes affecting
galaxies as a function of stellar mass. At low stellar masses, galaxies are
likely quenched via ram pressure stripping, at intermediate masses galaxies
are sufficiently large not to be stripped, but become passive via strangulation
in interactions (and this process becomes more dominant with decreasing
stellar mass) and at high masses galaxies become passive via mass quench-
ing, which is largely independent of galaxy–galaxy interactions. This figure
is comparable to the passive fractions of galaxies outlined in fig. 5 of Weisz
et al. (2015), combined with our results.
rise once again and increase to higher stellar masses. It is therefore
likely that this quenching is not due to galaxy–galaxy interactions
but driven by mass-quenching processes.
5.3 Simplistic model of SF in satellite galaxies at
log10[M∗/M] > 8
To test this hypothesis further, we develop a simplistic model for
the evolution of sSFRs in log10[M∗/M] > 8 satellites during inter-
actions with various pair mass ratios. From Davies et al. (2015), we
know that interactions can cause both suppression and enhancement
of SF in satellites, and in the previous section we discuss that this
dichotomy may simply be a consequence of interaction time-scale.
As we wish to develop a model which fits all satellites, we require
such a model to both enhance and suppress SF.
We initially start with the premise that the sSFR is enhanced at the
early stages of the interaction, and then exponentially declines after
some time (simulating the slow strangulation scenario). We set the
sSFR of a galaxy upon entering an interaction as the median sSFR
of all non-pair galaxies in our data at ±0.05 dex in stellar mass from
our model galaxy. In Davies et al. (2015), we find that on average
major mergers at log10[M∗/M]=10–10.5 show ∼4 times increase
in their sSFR. Using the merger time-scale estimates of Kitzbichler
& White (2008), we predict these interactions to last ∼2 Gyr. We
treat these mergers as us witnessing the initial stages of all mergers,
and linearly increase the sSFR of our model galaxy by four to five
times (randomly selected) over the first 2 Gyr of the interaction.
We then assume that at >2 Gyr the sSFR exponentially declines as
the galaxy becomes starved. In order to predict the rate of decline,
we use the minimum quenching time-scales from Fillingham et al.
(2015) and set our exponential decay so that the galaxy becomes
passive using our SF/passive selection (log10[sSFR] < −11.25) at
the quenching time-scale corresponding to its stellar mass (i.e. for
a given stellar mass satellite, our model is defined as passive at
the quenching time defined by Fillingham et al.). This naturally
produces different exponential decay slopes as a function of stellar
mass. We derive an analytic form for sSFR in an interaction which
meets the above criteria as follows:
sSFR[τ <= 2Gyr] =
( (Q − 1)τ
2
+ 1
)
(sSFR0
− sSFRFloor) + sSFRFloor, (2)
sSFR[τ > 2 Gyr] = Qτchar
e
[
3.3Scharτ
τQ
] (sSFR0 − sSFRFloor) + sSFRFloor,
(3)
where Q = initial sSFR enchantment factor (4–5 from Davies et al.
2015), τ = time-scale within the interaction, sSFR0 = starting
sSFR defined from all non-pair galaxies at ±0.1 dex in stellar mass,
sSFRFloor = sSFR at τ = infinity which we set to log[sSFRFloor] =
−13.0, τ char = characteristic decay rate (e[6.6Schar/τQ]), τQ = quench-
ing time-scale from Fillingham et al. (2015), which has the form
τQ = −1.9log10[M∗/M]+22.9, and Schar = characteristic sSFR
(sSFRchar = [sSFR0/10−10.5]0.22), which is used to match the starva-
tion quenching point from Fillingham et al. (2015) to our SF/passive
separation point. Fig. 10 shows sSFR against interaction time-scale
from our model for a log10[M∗/M] ∼ 9.8 galaxy interacting with
a log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.8 galaxy with log10[sSFR0] = −10.3. We
highlight the initial SF enhancement region and subsequent starva-
tion region. We also overplot the quenching point (TQ) defined by
the minimum quenching time-scale from Fillingham et al. (2015)
after the 2 Gyr point and the SF/passive separator line used in this
work.
Following this, we wish to define a time-scale over which this
system could be observed as an interacting pair galaxy. To do this,
we use the merger time-scale (τmerge) predictions used in the pre-
vious section, and set an upper limit of 13 Gyr (systems cannot
have been in an interaction for longer than this, given the age of the
Universe). The vertical purple dashed line in Fig. 10 displays τmerge
for this model, and as such, this system could only be observed as
an interacting pair at times shorter than this point. Clearly, if this
model system is observed as an interacting pair, it will be classed
as star-forming, as the quenching time-scale is much longer than
τmerge.
In order to test the validity of this model, we use it to make a pre-
diction for the sSFR in interacting systems, calculate the predicted
passive fraction and relate these to the observed passive fraction
in GAMA. To do this, we take a random point on our model at
τ < τmerge and treat this as the interacting galaxy’s sSFR. We take
all true satellite pair galaxies in our sample, calculate sSFR0 from
the median sSFR of all non-pair galaxies at ±0.05 dex in stellar
mass, and use their stellar mass and pair mass ratio to calculate a
model sSFR versus interaction time-scale. We then randomly select
an sSFR at τ < τmerge. This provides a predicted sSFR for all satel-
lite galaxies in our data assuming our model to be correct. From
this, we calculate a passive fraction as a function of stellar mass, as
in the previous section. We repeat this process 500 times to quantify
any biases in the random selection at times below τmerge.
Fig. 11 displays the model passive fraction as a function of stellar
mass for all runs and the mean/median of the runs. Comparing this
to the top panel of Fig. 9 (the true distribution in the data), we
find that our model predictions show similar characteristics, they
are both low at log10[M∗/M] = 10.5 and rise with deceasing
stellar mass to log10[M∗/M] ∼ 8.75, and then slightly drop to
log10[M∗/M] ∼ 8.25. Our model passive fractions are higher at
log10[M∗/M] < 9.0 and lower at log10[M∗/M] > 9.0, but are
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Figure 10. A representation of the simple model used in this work to simulate satellite galaxies undergoing an interaction. The galaxy receives an initial
enhancement to SF at the start of the interaction process and then a slow exponential decline (used to simulate starvation processes). The rate of this exponential
decline is designed to ensure that galaxies are defined as passive when the exponential decline time-scale reaches the predicted starvation quenching time-scales
of Fillingham et al. (2015). We display our SF/passive separator used in Section 3 to identify passive systems in the GAMA data. Our model is fixed so that its
sSFR crosses the separator line at the predicted starvation quenching time-scale from Fillingham et al. (2015), TQ. We then also display the merger time-scale
for each modelled galaxy, Tmerge, as the vertical purple dashed line.
Figure 11. Model run passive fractions as a function of stellar mass. We produce our simplistic model for all satellite galaxies in our sample, and predict their
sSFR during the interaction (see Section 5.3 for details). We then calculate the model passive fraction as a function of stellar mass as in Fig. 9. Our modelling
process contains a random observation time, as such we repeat our model runs 500 times. The grey lines show the passive fraction from each of these runs –
and therefore, the spread of these lines gives an estimate of the random error in the passive fraction from our toy model. The gold and green lines show the
mean and median of these runs, respectively.
largely similar in shape to the observed distribution. The drop in
passive fractions at the lowest stellar masses is interesting, and is
seen in both the data and models. This drop is potentially due to
quenching time-scales approaching a considerable fraction of the
age of the Universe. At low stellar masses, only satellites which
began an interaction in the very early Universe will have sufficient
time to become quenched via starvation. This is in fact one of the
reasons for proposing the ram pressure quenching scenario at the
lowest stellar masses – low-mass Local Group galaxies do not have
sufficient time to become passive by any other method.
While this model is simplistic and contains speculative assump-
tions, it is largely consistent with the observed passive fractions.
It provides a model where interaction time-scale is the governing
factor in the observed passive fractions as a function of stellar mass,
and roughly produces the necessary distribution of passive fractions
in satellite galaxies – being low at log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10 and consis-
tently rising to lower stellar masses, and then plateauing/dropping
at log10[M∗/M] < 8.5.
To compare our model passive fractions with the observed passive
fractions, Fig. 12 shows the ratio of the two distributions, in the low
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Figure 12. Comparison between the passive fraction in the observed GAMA data (Fig. 9) and that produced from our toy model (Fig. 11) in the low-mass
regime. The line shows the observed GAMA distribution divided by the mean distribution from our toy model runs. At log10[M∗/M] < 9.5, our toy model
is consistent with the observed distribution (the mass regime where our starvation model should be appropriate).
stellar mass regime. The solid line and points display the observed
passive fraction divided by the mean model passive fraction (gold
line in Fig. 11). At 8.0 <log10[M∗/M] < 9.5, the model is roughly
consistent with the observed distribution (within a factor of 2 in the
region of interest in this work). At higher stellar masses, the model
passive fraction is essentially zero, and cannot be directly compared
to the observed distribution – our model only probes starvation
quenching scenarios, which are likely to only be appropriate in the
8.0<log10[M∗/M] < 10 regime.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E P RO S P E C T S
We have investigated the environmental distribution of passive and
star-forming galaxies in the GAMA sample. We find that passive
fractions are higher in group/pair environments than isolated en-
vironments for all stellar masses, suggesting that group/pair in-
teractions have a significant role in producing quiescent systems.
We find that the global passive fractions drop with decreasing stel-
lar mass in all environments until log10[M∗/M] = 9. For pair
galaxies, we see an increase in the passive fraction in our lowest
stellar mass bin, potentially indicating that we are witnessing the
increase in passive fraction predicted from ram pressure quench-
ing in low-mass galaxies (Fillingham et al. 2015). We highlight
that log10[M∗/M] ∼ 10.25 is an important transition mass, be-
low which interactions have a significant role in suppressing SF in
galaxies.
We investigate the passive fraction of pair galaxies in comparison
to the global passive fraction, and show that the pair passive fraction
increases with decreasing stellar mass, suggesting that the effect of
interactions in producing passive galaxies becomes more significant
at lower stellar masses. However, we highlight that this trend is
similar to the changes in interaction time-scale with stellar mass.
We propose, consistently with other authors, that the formation
of passive galaxies at log10[M∗/M]<10.25 primarily occurs via
starvation due to an interaction. The interaction initially boosts SF in
the satellite galaxy, but inhibits the system from replenishing its gas
(or potentially such gas in the local environment has already been
accreted by its larger companion). As such, the galaxy consumes
all of its gas, starves and becomes passive over an extended time
period.
We suggest that the increased passive fractions at low stel-
lar masses are simply due to extended interaction time-scales.
Essentially, all galaxies would eventually become passive in an
interaction; however, this process will occur over long time-scales
(>8 Gyr). Interactions of galaxies around log10[M∗/M] = 10 are
exceptionally short (<1 Gyr) and therefore, the galaxies merge prior
to their passive phase. For less massive galaxies, interaction time-
scales are dramatically increased, and a large fraction of galaxies
reach their passive phase prior to merging. This causes us to observe
an increased passive fraction with decreasing stellar mass.
We produce a simplistic model, where satellites have an initial,
short-duration, burst of SF and then an exponential decline in SF
(used to mimic the starvation processes). This model largely repro-
duces the shape of the observed satellite passive fraction.
The prospects for future studies to probe this scenario are tan-
talizing. Combinations of the COSMOS field data (Scoville et al.
2007) and the upcoming COSMOS H I Large Extragalactic Sur-
vey (see Ferna´ndez et al. 2013), the Looking At the Distant Uni-
verse with the MeerKat Array (Holwerda, in preparation) with deep
spectroscopic surveys in the Chandra Deep Field-South region,
and GAMA combined with the Australia Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP) Deep Investigation of Neutral Gas Origins
Survey (Meyer 2009) will give us key insights into the H I content
of low-mass mergers – potentially allowing us to directly probe gas
depletion in these galaxies. It will also be interesting to consider the
varying gas-to-stellar mass ratio at low stellar masses (e.g. Kannap-
pan et al. 2009), and how this ratio changes with local environment.
Looking further ahead the Wide Area VISTA Extragalactic Sur-
vey (Driver et al. 2015a) will obtain spectra for ∼1 million galaxies
at z < 0.2 probing stellar mass limits down to log10[M∗/M]>6.5,
and fully bridging the transition between previous samples of local
low-mass galaxies and Local Group systems – fully mapping the
potential transition between starvation quenched and ram-pressure-
quenched systems.
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